The vapor classification performance of arrays of conducting polymer composite vapor detectors has been evaluated as a function of the number and type of detectors in an array. Quantitative performance comparisons were facilitated by challenging a collection of detector arrays with vapor discrimination tasks that were sufficiently difficult that at least some of the arrays did not exhibit perfect classification ability for all of the tasks of interest. For nearly all of the discrimination tasks investigated in this work, classification performance either increased or did not significantly decrease as the number of chemically different detectors in the array increased. Any given subset of the full array of detectors, selected because it yielded the best classification performance at a given array size for one particular task, was invariably outperformed by a different subset of detectors, and by the entire array, when used in at least one other vapor discrimination task. Arrays of detectors were nevertheless identified that yielded robust discrimination performance between compositionally close mixtures of 1-propanol and 2-propanol, n-hexane and n-heptane, and meta-xylene andpara-xylene, attesting to the excellent analyte classification performance that can be obtained through the use of such semi-selective vapor detector arrays.
INTRODUCTION
A significant issue in the use of arrays of semi-selective vapor detectors1'2 is the dependence of analyte classification performance on the number of detectors in the array. Patel tasks, various arrays of 3-6 surface acoustic wave detectors provided mutually comparable results, leading these authors to conclude that increasing the number of detectors in an array did not significantly improve classification performance. 4 However, measurements using conducting polymer composite vapor detectors have indicated that the performance in certain vapor classification tasks can improve as the number of different detectors in the array is increased. 5 The relationship between the number of detectors and overall system performance is important because significant engineering tradeoffs are faced for surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices,61° quartz crystal 112 conducting polymer detectors,13'4 and dye-impregnated optical beads15 '6 or optical fibers1718 as the number of detectors is increased. The focus ofthe work reported herein is to address in a quantitative fashion the performance of differently sized arrays of semi-selective vapor detectors for selected vapor detection tasks.
The vapor detectors that we have used for this purpose are chemically sensitive resistors fabricated from composites ofconductors and insulating organic polymers.3"92° Sorption ofan analyte into these materials produces a swelling of the film that affects the properties of the percolative network of conductive particles in the composite. The swelling produces a change in the dc electrical resistance of the detector that is readily read with a multiplexing dc ohmmeter. 19 For data produced by an array of d detectors, with one descriptor per detector (in our case the steady-state relative differential response value of the composite), the response, X, to each analyte presentation can be described as a d-dimensional vector: d x = •: c1x
with the coefficient of the dimension of X, c1, equaling the response of the detector in the array.
To evaluate the magnitude ofthis metric, the points in a d-dimensional space are projected orthogonally onto a line, reducing the classification problem from d dimensions to one dimension. When the data are projected onto one dimension, it is desirable to maximize the distance between the means of the two classes being separated, while minimizing their withinclass variation. Such a ratio can be expressed as a resolution factor, RF ( (2) To compare quantitatively the relative performance of various detector arrays, the collection of arrays must be presented with pairs of analytes that will not be perfectly classified by at least some of the arrays. This was not the case with pairs of single-component organic vapors presented at relatively high concentration, all of which were perfectly (or nearly so) separated from each other, including structural isomers such as ortho-and meta-xylene.3'5'20 '23 As part of this work, we have challenged a carbon black polymer composite detector array with a pair of compounds that are very chemically similar, H20 and D20. In addition, it is useful to consider the classification performance between mixtures of analytes. Several different binary mixtures of 1-propanol and 2-propanol, of n-hexane and n-heptane, and of meta-xylene and para-xylene were therefore utilized as part of the present work. Another method to decrease the discriminating ability of a detector array is to decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of the individual detectors.
EXPERIMENTAL
The acquisition and initial treatment of some of the data analyzed in this paper have been described in a prior article. 22 One detector set used in this collection of experiments has been described previously and is designated herein as detector Set A (Table 1) . 22 A first data set collected with these detectors consisted of exposures to analytes each of which was either low in concentration or extremely similar to at least one other analyte in the study (Tasks 1-21, The capability of the model with respect to a given training set was determined by the Fisher RFvalue; the capability with regard to a test set was determined by the fraction ofthe exposures that were correctly classified using the decision boundary developed on the training set. The Series II data were also analyzed separately using the leave-one-out procedure to facilitate direct comparison with the classification performance resulting from analysis of the Series I data.
RESULTS

3.1
Classification of n-Hexane/n-Heptane and 1-Propanol/2-Propanol Mixtures as a Function of the Number of Different Detectors in the Array Figure 1 displays the classification performance for Detector Set A discriminating a mixture of nhexane at PfP°=0.025 and n-heptane at P/P°=0.025 from a mixture ofn-hexane at P/P°=0.027 and n-heptane at P/P°=0.023 (task 16, Table 2 ). The classification performance for this task was calculated using the leave-oneout cross validation procedure on the entire set of 1 00 Series I exposures to each analyte mixture. The full 20 detector Set A array yielded 78 percent correct classification for the 200 exposures of this discrimination task. This value is denoted as cP{[ (20) Table 3 lists the best-performing detector sets for each value of k in the range 1kj31O as well as the leave-oneout classification performance of these detector sets for this particular analyte separation task. Figure 1 clearly indicates that for these detector arrays, the classification performance for an individual task either increased or did not decrease significantly as the number of chemically different detectors increased. Figure 1 . Classification performance vs. array size for distinguishing a mixture of n-hexane at P/P°=0.025 and n-heptane at P/P°=0.025 from a mixture ofn-hexane at P/P°=0.027 and nheptane at P/P°=0.023. The classification performance for this task ofthe best-performing kmember detector set is plotted relative to that of the full 20-detector array. Figure 2 displays analogous data for Detector Set B, in which a mixture ofn-hexane at PIP°=0.01 1 and n-heptane at P/P°=0.0090 is separated from a mixture of n-hexane at P/P°=0.0090 and n-heptane at PIP°=0.011 (Task 24, Table 2 (Figures 1-2 20- detector Set A array on that same task, cF{[ (20) ] J} . These performance ratios were tabulated and used to create a function g(k) for which, by definition, no combination of k detectors does strictly better than g (k) relative to the full 20-detector Set A array on all 21 tasks of the Series I data run. Therefore, when an array containing k detectors is used to perform a set of tasks, at least one task among the set will yield a classification performance no better than g(k) relative to performance of the full 20 detector array, regardless of how the k detectors are chosen. As displayed in Figure 3 , no combination ofk detectors with lj3k<20 performed as well as the full 20-detector array on all of the tasks evaluated. Additionally, the value of g(k) more closely approached that ofthe full array as k increased. Also, g(k) > g(k-1) for hence increasing the size of the detector array always resulted in an increase in the value of g(k). Table 5 presents the results of this comparison for the absolute and normalized classification performance of these 20-detector arrays, with the normalization performed using the approach of eq (4) to account for inherent differences in difficulty between tasks as well as to account for the two-class character of the discrimination tasks being evaluated. Comparison of Tables 4 and 5 indicates that the mean absolute classification performance for a given task increased by ®l 1% when 3 additional copies of each detector were included in the array. Furthermore, the benefit of dimensionality reduction was clearly evident in that the [ tm,max(S x 4)] 20-detector arrays always yielded better classification performance than [ (20) ] in the task J for which the [ max(S)] detector arrays were selected as providing the best test set classification performance for 5-detector arrays (Table 5) .
Similarly, arrays that were identified as producing the optimal Fisher RF value on training set data for a specific task yielded excellent test set classification performance relative to [j (20) 
